
Food Supply Chain Is DESTROYED: Prepare Now, Stock Up If You Can

Description

USA: The United States food supply chain is irrevocably destroyed. There are shortages in most
grocery stores across the country, however, it hasn’t gotten to the point that the slumbering masses
have noticed…yet.

Once people begin to panic at entering an empty grocery store, mass civil unrest will follow. Imagine
how insane people get over a TV that’s 10% off on the day after Thanksgiving. Now imagine there is
one can of beans left in your grocery store, and 100 people are hungry and want it.  Food can be used
as a weapon, and infamous rulers have said so and put that into motion to control populations.

“Who controls the food supply controls the people; who controls the energy can control whole
continents; who controls money can control the world.” –Henry Kissinger

Weaponization of Food: Starvation to Manufacture Compliance

Wholesale food distributor Sysco has been forced to turn away customers in areas where
demand exceeds capacity, according to the report. Short supply has caused prices for
chicken, pork, and paper takeout packaging products to rise. Production of bacon, ribs,
wings, tenders and other high-labor cuts of meat are also slowing down.

“There are certain areas across the country that are more challenged by the labor shortage,
and our volume of orders is regularly exceeding our capacity,” said Sysco CEO Kevin
Hourican said in a letter to clients earlier this month, per Bloomberg. “This has,
unfortunately, led to service disruptions for some of our customers.”

United Natural Foods, another distributor, is also struggling to get food to stores on time
because of the labor shortage and delays in imported goods, including cheese, coconut
water, and spices, according to the report.

“We anticipate additional supplier challenges in the short term with gradual improvement
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through the fall and winter,” a United Natural Foods representative said, per Bloomberg.
The company is “working diligently to recover and bring their shelves back to normal
inventory levels as quickly as possible.” –PYMNTS

As I stated back in June of 2020, it’s obvious food will be used to manufacture compliance and
enslavement. This is the horrible reality of participation in centralization and not being able to be self-
reliant. The New World Order doesn’t care if you starve, it cares only that you bow down and consent
to a life of enslavement. And they are weaponizing the food system and using COVID-19 as an excuse.

Obedience to the government won’t save you. Preparedness might. Get what you can now and stock
up before the slumbering masses figure it out.  Once people begin to realize what’s really going on,
things will get ugly.  And the ruling class has been upping the ante with rhetoric since the beginning of
the summer.
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